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ABSTRACT

We present theoretical surface brightness fluctuation (SBF) amplitudes for single-burst stellar populations of young
and intermediate age (25 Myr � t � 5 Gyr) and metallicities Z ¼ 0:0003, 0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.04.
The fluctuation magnitudes and colors as expected in the Johnson-Cousins (UBVRIJHK ) photometric system are
provided. We pay attention to the contribution of thermally pulsating asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) stars. The
sensitivity of the predicted SBF to changes in the mass-loss scenario along the TP-AGB phase is examined. Below
0.6–1 Gyr both optical and near-IR SBF models exhibit a strong dependence on age and mass loss. We also evaluate
SBF amplitudes usingMonte Carlo techniques to reproduce the random variation in the number of stars experiencing
bright and fast evolutionary phases (red giant branch, AGB, TP-AGB). On these grounds we provide constraints on
the faintest integrated flux of real stellar populations required to derive reliable and meaningful SBF measurements.
We analyze a technique for deriving SBF amplitudes of star clusters from the photometry of individual stars and
estimate the uncertainty due to statistical effects, which may impinge on the procedure. The first optical SBF mea-
surements for 11 Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) star-rich clusters—with ages ranging from a few megayears to
several gigayears—are derived using Hubble Space Telescope observations. The measurements are compared to our
SBF predictions, providing a good agreement with models of metallicity Z ¼ 0:0001 0:01. Our results suggest that,
for TP-AGB stars, a mass loss as a power-law function of the star luminosity is required in order to properly reproduce
the optical SBF data of the LMC clusters. Finally, near-IRmodels have been compared to available data, thus showing
that the general trend is well fitted. We suggest how to overcome the general problem of SBF models in reproduc-
ing the details of the near-IR SBF measurements of the Magellanic Cloud star clusters.

Key words: distance scale — galaxies: stellar content — globular clusters: general —
open clusters and associations: general — stars: luminosity function, mass function

Online material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

The surface brightness fluctuation (SBF) technique (Tonry &
Schneider 1988, hereafter TS88) is one of the most powerful
methods for deriving extragalactic distances for gas-free stellar
systems. In the last decade, the SBF technique has proven to be
effective in estimating distances as far as 50Mpc, and even larger,
usingground-based observations (e.g., Tonry et al. 2001;Blakeslee
et al. 2001; Mei et al. 2001; Liu et al. 2002) and out to distances
exceeding 100 Mpc from space (Pahre et al. 1999; Jensen et al.
2003). Since the method has been primarily applied to elliptical
galaxies and to the bulges of spirals, theoretical SBF studies have
been mostly oriented toward old stellar systems (t > 2 5 Gyr;
Worthey 1993; Buzzoni 1993; Liu et al. 2000; Blakeslee et al.
2001; Cantiello et al. 2003, hereafter Paper I).

Along with its ability in gauging distances, the SBF technique
appears to be a very promising tool for investigating the evolu-
tion of unresolved stellar populations in distant galaxies. Attempts
have been made to derive consistent estimations of age and met-
allicity for samples of galaxies from SBFmeasurements (Brocato
et al. 1998; Liu et al. 2000, 2002; Blakeslee et al. 2001; Paper I;

Raimondo et al. 2004). However, even in galaxies dominated by
old stars, disregarding the effect of the contribution by possible
intermediate-age and young stellar populations (t < 2 5 Gyr)
may be hazardous. The presence of different stellar populations
at different galactocentric distances, revealed by integrated colors
and spectral index radial gradients, indicates that elliptical galax-
ies are mostly composite stellar systems (e.g., Pagel & Edmunds
1981). SBF gradient measurements support this view (Sodemann
& Thomsen 1995; Cantiello et al. 2005). Relatively young
He-burning and/or asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars may con-
tribute to the brightest part of the galaxy luminosity function
(LF). Because the major contribution to the SBF signal comes
from high-luminosity stars, it is relevant to know how SBF am-
plitudes change by lowering the age of the stellar system down
to a few million years, in those photometric bands in which the
SBF signal is mostly affected by the presence of young and
intermediate-age stellar populations.

Before facing the problem of finding the age andmetallicity of
possibly mixed stellar populations in remote galaxies using SBFs,
their capability as a population tracer has to be proven and care-
fully tested on stellar systems of knowndistance, age, andmetallic-
ity. Then, once calibrated on resolved Galactic and Local Group
stellar populations, SBFs can become a valuable tool in the anal-
ysis of the stellar content in galaxies, where crowding and dis-
tance hamper studies made with the classical color-magnitude
diagram (CMD) technique.

The SBF technique has also been recognized as effective in con-
straining stellar evolution theory. In a previous paper (Paper I)
we showed that the SBFs of old populations are sensitive to
the number of very bright stars evolving along the early AGB
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and thermally pulsating AGB (TP-AGB). In young stellar
populations—but old enough to have stars in these stages—
stochastic fluctuations of the number of AGB stars (as triggered
by mass-loss processes and evolutionary timescale) are expected
to have even more relevance in predicting SBF amplitudes. If
this is confirmed, the SBF technique can also provide a new and
unexplored way for improving our understanding of physical pro-
cesses at work in AGB stars of intermediate mass (m � 5 M�).

In the last few years, a large effort toward improving stellar
evolution models has been made in order to reproduce both the
details of AGB star evolution (Straniero et al. 1997; Pols & Tout
2001) and the evolution of ‘‘normal’’ stars. New physics exper-
iments have advanced our knowledge of nuclear reaction rates
inside stars and the equation of state of stellar matter in critical
conditions. Updated and homogeneous evolutionary track data-
bases, reproducing the observedCMDsof young and intermediate-
age stellar populations in detail (e.g., Brocato et al. 2003), are now
available (Girardi et al. 2000; Castellani et al. 2003;Marigo et al.
2003; Pietrinferni et al. 2004, hereafter P04). Therefore, very
accurate SBF amplitudes can now be computed in this age range.

Pioneering work on SBFs from young simple stellar popu-
lations (SSPs) has been carried out by Gonzalez et al. (2003;
Gonzalez et al. 2004, hereafter G04) in the near-IR (NIR) and by
Raimondo et al. (2003) in the optical regime. In the present paper
we evaluate SBF amplitudes expected from SSPs younger than
5Gyr, withmetallicities fromZ ¼ 0:0003 to 0.04.Much attention
is devoted to a simulation of the TP phase and its uncertainties
by evaluating changes of chemical composition, stellar temper-
ature, and the whole structure of TP-AGB stars as prescribed by
Wagenhuber & Groenewegen (1998, hereafter WG98). Mass-
loss processes complicate enormously the modeling of TP-AGB
star observational properties.

This complex picture is expected to have a huge impact on the
SBF behavior for intermediate-age stellar populations. In turn,
SBFmagnitudes and colors could be decisive in putting constraints
on the evolution of AGB stars, e.g., the efficiency of mass loss,
in stellar systems with known age and metallicity, since they are
extremely efficient in mapping the properties of very bright stars
in the population (Paper I).

In order to test our predictions, we select a sample of 11 star
clusters of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). For seven such
clusters the estimated age is within the range studied here; the
others are as old as the Galactic globular clusters (GGCs). Op-
tical SBF measurements are derived using the photometry of
resolved stars from high-resolution images of each cluster, as
obtained with the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) on
board the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ).

The paper is organized as follows:A description of inputs of the
stellar population synthesis code is presented in x 2. The methods
for computingSBFamplitudes and stochastic effects due to the num-
ber of stars in the population are presented in xx 3 and 3.1. SBF
predictions are shown as a function of the TP-AGB stars mass-
loss rate in x 3.2 and of metallicity in x 3.3. We derive the optical
SBF measurements of the LMC star clusters in x 4 and present a
comparison with models in x 5, together with a discussion on NIR
SBFs. A summary and the final conclusions end the paper (x 6).

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In order to compute SBF amplitudes, we use the stellar pop-
ulation synthesis code described in Brocato et al. (1999, 2000).
Here we only recall that the code starts directly from stellar evo-
lutionary tracks and relies on theMonte Carlo technique for popu-
lating the initial mass function (IMF). The former property helps
to avoid problems in the mass bin or luminosity bin procedures,

which may affect the use of isochrones. The latter property al-
lows us to take into account stochastic effects due to the number
of stars in the stellar system, even for SBF amplitudes. If we deal
with star clusters and undersampled stellar systems, stochastic
fluctuations of the number of bright stars may affect integrated
quantities (e.g., Santos & Frogel 1997; Brocato et al. 1999). The
procedure used here takes these effects directly into account.
The present SSP models rely on the evolutionary track data-

base by P04. All the evolutionary phases, from the main sequence
(MS) up to the AGB, are covered by models. In particular, the
AGB evolution runs up to the onset of the first thermal pulse or to
the carbon ignition.We selected stellar evolutionary models with
metallicities Z ¼ 0:0003, 0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.01, 0.02, and
0.04, computed by adopting a solar-scaled metal distribution
with an enrichment law of �Y /�Z ’ 1:4.
In spite of the numerous improvements in the accuracy and

precision of stellar evolutionary models, only a few tracks pro-
vide a detailed and full evolution along the TP-AGB phase (e.g.,
Straniero et al. 1997; Herwig et al. 1997; Pols & Tout 2001).
Moreover, not all of them homogeneously cover the wide range
of chemical compositions and stellar masses needed to investi-
gate resolved and unresolved stellar populations. Since bright
stars play a relevant role in determining SBFs, the TP-AGB phase
cannot be neglected. We devoted particular care in including this
evolutionary phase in our simulations. For the sake of readabil-
ity, the discussion and details on how we treat TP-AGB stars are
presented in Appendix A.
In the present paper, color–effective temperature (Teff ) relations

come from the semiempirical compilation byWestera et al. (2002),
which is an updated version of the library by Lejeune et al. (1997).
A Scalo-like IMF (Scalo 1998) is assumed for stellar masses in
the interval m ¼ 0:1 10M�. Note that the upper mass limit cor-
responds to the highest mass evolving off the MS in the youngest
population we considered, i.e., t � 25 Myr. All the more massive
stars are expected to explode as supernovae, since their quiescent
nuclear burning lifetime is as long as a few million years.
By means of Monte Carlo techniques, Nsim ¼ 5000 indepen-

dent simulations are computed for each set of SSP parameters,
i.e., age (t) and metallicity (Z ). The total mass of each simulation
is typicallyM ’ 104 M�, unless explicitly stated otherwise. The
explored age range is 25 Myr � t � 5 Gyr.5 As an example of
one of the 5000 simulations, in Figure 1 we report the synthetic
CMDs of the simulated stellar populations, for a few selected
ages, in the theoretical ( log L/L�, log TeA)-plane.

3. SBF AMPLITUDES

In this section we present two different methods for computing
SBFs. We discuss in detail their analogies with observations and
investigate stochastic effects on SBF amplitudes, caused by the
discrete nature of the number of stars in stellar systems. The im-
pact of bright and rare TP-AGB stars on SBFs is also presented.
The standard procedure we developed to calculate SBFs has

already been presented in Paper I. It is based on the following
equation, valid in the Gaussian statistics regime, i.e., for a high
number of stars (TS88):

M̄X ¼ �2:5 logF̄X ¼ �2:5 log
FX � FXh ið Þ2

� �
FXh i

� �
; ð1Þ

5 At the time of publication, models fully consistent with the present theo-
retical scenario for ages larger than 5 Gyr, and for all metallicities presented here,
are available at the Web site http://www.oa-teramo.inaf.it /SPoT. These old-age
models will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming paper.
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where F̄X is the flux fluctuation in the generic photometric filter
X and FX and hFXi are respectively the total flux of each simu-
lation and the mean total flux averaged over Nsim simulations,
i.e.,

FX � F
j
X ¼

XNstar

i¼1

fi(X ); j ¼ 1; Nsim; ð2Þ

where fi (X ) corresponds to the absolute flux of the i th star pop-
ulating the jth simulation and

FXh i ¼
PNsim

j¼1 F
j
X

Nsim

: ð3Þ

For the sake of clarity, in this section absolute SBF ampli-
tudes derived from equation (1) are indicated as M̄ std

X . As stated
in Paper I, there is a close correspondence between the standard
procedure and the way of measuring SBFs for unresolved stellar
populations. In fact, the integrated energy flux F

j
X corresponds to

the fluxmeasured in a single pixel of a galaxyCCD image (if both
seeing and population mixture are neglected).

WhenNsim is equal to 5000, M̄ std
X reaches the asymptotic value

(M̄
std; as
X ). Note that M̄

std
X runs very quickly (after a few hundred

simulations) toward M̄
std; as
X (Appendix B), and the uncertainties

are reduced (’0.05 mag; Paper I ). The asymptotic value has the
same physical meaning as the classical SBF predictions in the
literature (e.g., Worthey 1993; Buzzoni 1993; Liu et al. 2000;
Blakeslee et al. 2001; G04).

For spatially resolved star clusters, we can apply another tech-
nique for measuring SBFs. It was first introduced by Ajhar &
Tonry (1994, hereafter AT94) and is based on individual star pho-
tometry. By means of our method of computing SSP models and
integrated properties, we can provide SBF predictions for each j th
simulation by directly applying the definition of an SBF as intro-
duced by TS88 (their eqs. [7]–[9]):

M̄
RS; j
X ¼ �2:5 log

PNstar

i¼1 fi(X )2PNstar

i¼1 fi(X )

" #
; j ¼ 1; Nsim: ð4Þ

Note that M̄
RS; j
X corresponds to the SBF obtained using the pho-

tometry of all stars in a cluster and directly relies on the Poissonian



statistics. The mean SBF magnitude averaged over Nsim ¼ 5000
independent simulations is

M̄ RS
X ¼

PNsim

j¼1 M̄
RS; j
X

Nsim

; ð5Þ

and the SBF statistical uncertainties can be derived as the stan-
dard deviation of the M̄

RS; j
X distribution. In the following, this

procedure for computing SBFs is indicated as the RS (resolved
systems) procedure.

3.1. Statistical Effects

In principle, the two procedures should provide very similar
results. In practice, this is only true if the number of stars in-
cluded in the j th simulation is large enough to populate all the
evolutionary phases (i.e., if the Poisson statistics coincides with
the Gaussian; TS88; Paper I). Hence, in order to analyze star
cluster SBF magnitudes and to properly compare models with
observations, it is crucial to investigate the dependence of SBF
amplitudes on quantities related to the number of stars in the pop-
ulation. In the following we present a careful analysis of the
statistical effects on SBF predictions. Although the analysis is

specifically performed for star clusters, the technique we devel-
oped can be applied to any spatially resolved population.
For fixed age and metallicity, variations of the total number

of stars among clusters result in a variation of the cluster total V
magnitude (M tot

V ). This is an observational quantity related to the
number of stars included in the stellar population. We computed
SBF amplitudes by adopting both procedures (the standard pro-
cedure [eq. (1)] and the RS procedure [eq. (5)]) and varying the
SSP integrated absolute magnitude (M tot

V ) from M tot
V ’ �1 to

�11 mag, a range larger than that observed for LMC clusters.
This corresponds to varying the total mass of the population from
Mtot � 102 to �105 M�. As usual, for each set of parameters
(t, Z ) we computed Nsim independent simulations.
Figure 2 shows the behavior of M̄

std; as
X in the V, I, and K bands

as a function of M tot
V (solid line, open circles). Models for three

different ages, t ¼ 100 Myr, 900 Myr, and 3 Gyr, and Z ¼ 0:008
are displayed. From all the panels it is evident that asymptotic
SBF amplitudes (M̄

std; as
X ) are stable within 0.1 mag in the wide

range ofM tot
V . In other words, independently of the cluster mass

( luminosity), fluctuation amplitudes computed over 5000 simu-
lations with the standard procedure predict nearly constant values.
SBF amplitudes resulting from theRSprocedure (M̄ RS

X ) are plot-
ted as filled circles in Figure 2. The uncertainties due to stochastic
fluctuations of the number of bright stars are directly evaluated as

Fig. 2.—SBF absolute magnitudes as a function of the integrated absolute magnitude M tot
V . The solid lines and open circles represent the asymptotic SBF (M̄

std;as
X ;

eq. [1]). Filled circles represent M̄ RS
X obtained from eq. (5) (see text). The adopted metallicity and ages are labeled.
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the standard deviation of the M̄ RS
X distribution and plotted as 1 �

error bars. It is worth noting that the M̄ RS
X versusM tot

V behavior is
similar to that shown by integrated colors (e.g., Santos & Frogel
1997; Brocato et al. 1999).

The difference between the SBF asymptotic value and that
derived from equation (5) is larger in the NIR bands than in the
blue bands, because in the optical bands the contribution of the
sparsely populated red giant branch (RGB) and AGB is less im-
portant than that of the well populated MS. By increasing the
total luminosity (i.e., increasing the SSP mass), the two proce-
dures converge to the same SBF value, and the uncertainty due to
stochastic effects decreases accordingly. This happens when each
simulation is well populated in all post-MS evolutionary stages
until the TP phase. The maximum value of M tot

V (M
tot;max
V ), for

which the two procedures give the same results within uncer-
tainties, slightly depends on the age, in the sense that the older
the population, the fainter M

tot;max
V . It changes from M

tot;max
V ’

�6:5 to�4.5mag by varying the age from t ¼ 100Myr to 3Gyr.
Since the two theoretical procedures reflect different ways of

measuring SBFs, the last finding has a direct effect on observa-
tions. The conditionM tot

V PM
tot;max
V must be satisfied when com-

paring classical (asymptotic) SBF predictions to measurements
derived from single-star photometry. In relatively poorly popu-
lated stellar systems, the random occurrence of bright stars deeply
affects the SBF and should be taken into account in the compar-
ison with models (that is, M̄ RS

X should be preferred).
In the standard procedure (i.e., the one used to measure SBFs

in galaxies) SBFs are derived using the integrated flux of a large
number of ‘‘similar’’ but ‘‘uncorrelated’’ populations (i.e., simi-
lar but uncorrelated pixels). This ensures the asymptotic SBFvalue
is reached, even taking into account a relatively small number of
pixels (see Appendix B). For example, if a fraction of young
populations is expected in a galaxy, simulations suggest that the
effective number of pixels used in measuring SBFs should not be
less than 2000, so as to reduce the uncertainties due to statistical
effects. This constraint becomes less stringent if the mass density
of the young population is k104 M� pixel�1; i.e., 500 pixels are
expected to be enough to keep such uncertainties below 0.1 mag.

In conclusion, we find that SBF models (classical asymptotic
models) well represent SBFs as observed in galaxies, while for
SBFs measured from resolved stellar systems, caution is required
when performing comparisons with models. In particular, when

Fig. 3.—SBFmagnitudes as a function of age, with fixed metallicity (Z ¼ 0:008). Dotted lines correspond to models computed neglecting the TP-AGB phase (no-TP).
Models including TP stars are plotted for three different mass-loss rates: BH models (solid lines), B1 models (dot-dashed lines), and B2 models (long-dashed lines). The
MSTO masses (MTO) at selected ages are also labeled.
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comparing SBF predictions with SBF observations for star clus-
ters or undersampled stellar populations, attention should be paid
when taking into account uncertainties due to the stochastic oc-
currence of bright stars experiencing fast and luminous evolu-
tionary phases.

3.2. The Impact of TP-AGB Stars

Being extremely bright and rare, TP-AGB stars are relevant to
the determination of the SBFs of young/intermediate-age stellar
populations. One of the processes that determines the luminos-
ity and the duration of the TP phase is mass loss. There are dif-
ferent mass-loss scenarios to be adopted during the TP phase (see
Appendix A for a detailed discussion). This is a critical assump-
tion, because the mass-loss efficiency determines the number of
very bright TP-AGB stars. In order to understand the effective
(quantitative) impact of such stars on SBFs, we computed a set of
models by varying only the mass-loss rate:

BH models.—Mild mass-loss rate (Baud & Habing 1983,
hereafter BH83). The TP phase is well populated (eq. [A7]).
B1 models.—Moderate mass-loss rate (Blocker 1995, here-

after B95) and few stars in the TP phase (eq. [A8]).
B2 models.—High mass-loss rate (B95) and few stars in the

TP phase (eq. [A9]).
No-TP models.—Huge (unreal) mass-loss rate and no stars in

the TP phase.

Let us analyze the case of Z ¼ 0:008, i.e., a metallicity ex-
pected to be representative of the young/intermediate-age LMC
star clusters (Westerlund 1997) we use as observational counter-
parts in x 4. Figure 3 illustrates the time evolution of SBF pre-
dictions for the four assumptions of mass-loss rate. We find that
SBFs in the U, B, and V bands are not significantly affected by
TP-AGB starmass-loss processes,whereas for redder bands, from
R to K, SBFs may change by more than 1 mag for models older
than �50 Myr and younger than �1 Gyr. The former value cor-
responds to the appearance of the AGB in an SSP with the met-
allicity above (AGB phase transition); the latter is related to the
appearance of the RGB (RGB phase transition; Renzini &
Buzzoni 1986). In this age range, the cool AGB stars (including
the TP-AGB) dominate the integrated bolometric light.

In no-TP models, the brightest objects in the SSP are early
AGB stars, i.e., stars before the first thermal pulse. Thus, SBF
amplitudes are less luminous and extremely sensitive to the ap-
pearance of the RGB. On the other hand, the BH model mass-
loss rate is not very efficient, and the resulting relatively high
number of TP stars has three consequences: (1) SBFs are the most
luminous (within our four cases) at any age, (2) SBFs experience
an evident jump, due to the occurrence of the AGB phase tran-
sition at t � 50Myr, and (3) SBFs do not vary significantly at the
RGB phase transition age. B1 and B2 models lie within the pre-
vious two extreme cases. Since B1 and B2 mass-loss rates expo-
nentially depend on the star luminosity, mass loss is much more
efficient in massive AGB stars (young SSPs, tP 200 Myr) than
in low-mass AGB stars (old SSPs). Consequently, in young SSPs,
the TP phase is less populated, thus bringing the SBF values to-
ward the no-TP case.

For ages tk1 Gyr, AGB stars become less relevant in pre-
dicting SBFs, because the RGB tip is nearly as bright as the AGB
tip but muchmore populated (by about a factor of 10). This is the
main reason why the four curves appear to converge at older ages.

Fluctuation colors present a very similar behavior (Fig. 4),
showing a high sensitivity to TP-AGB star mass-loss rate and to
the phase transitions. Of course, SBF colors might bemore effec-
tive for detecting the efficiency of the TP-AGB star mass-loss

rate than fluctuation magnitudes, as a consequence of their in-
dependence from distance.
The results in Figures 3 and 4 suggest at least two consid-

erations: (1) the age of distant stellar systems can be inferred by
measuring SBFs in blue bands (U, B, and V ); and (2) SBFs mea-
sured in single-burst stellar populations could provide a tool to
quantitatively evaluate the properties of TP-AGB stars, e.g., the
expected number, luminosity, and mass loss.

3.3. SBFs versus Metal Content

Before concluding x 3 we discuss the SBF dependence on the
chemical composition. Table 1 and Figure 5 report SBF ampli-
tudes in Johnson-Cousins bands for different chemical composi-
tions as a function of age. The input assumptions are the same as
quoted at the beginning of x 3, and the adopted mass-loss sce-
nario is B1. The reason for this choice is given in x 4. Table 1 lists
age (col. [1]), absolute SBF magnitudes in various photometric
filters (cols. [2]–[10]), absolute integratedVmagnitude (col. [11]),
andV � I integrated color of the population (col. [12]). The SBF
predictions are available online.6

The general trend of SBFmagnitudes at different chemical com-
positions is similar to the one shown by models with Z ¼ 0:008.
As a general indication, we find that metal-poor (ZP 0:001) SSPs
tend to have brighter SBFs in the optical bands. It is the opposite
for NIR bands, sincemetal-rich populations show brighter SBFs,
especially at an old age. This can be better understood if we re-
member that the RGB and AGB of metal-rich stars are cooler
than the corresponding branches of metal-poor stars. Moreover,
at young ages (several megayears) the appearance of AGB stars
causes a sudden jump in the mean NIR SBF magnitude/color of
the population. This is because SBFs are an extremely efficient
measure of any fluctuation of the distribution of bright stars in
the population. Since metal-rich ( pre-AGB) bright stars are typ-
ically redder than similar metal-poor stars, correspondingly, the

Fig. 4.—Ū � Ī , V̄ � Ī , and V̄ � K̄ fluctuation colors as a function of age, with
fixed metallicity (Z ¼ 0:008). Symbols are as in Fig. 3. The sensitivity to mass-
loss rate assumed in modeling the TP-AGB phase is evident in the plotted colors.

6 See http://www.oa-teramo.inaf.it /SPoT.
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TABLE 1

SBF Amplitudes for B1 Models

Age

(Gyr)

(1)

M̄U

(2)

M̄B

(3)

M̄V

(4)

M̄R

(5)

M̄I

(6)

M̄J

(7)

M̄H

(8)

M̄K

(9)

M̄L

(10)

M tot
V

(11)

V � I

(12)

Z ¼ 0:0003, Y ¼ 0:245

0.025.......... �3.901 �3.010 �2.759 �2.794 �2.929 �3.435 �4.147 �4.231 �4.404 �8.872 �0.092

0.030.......... �3.639 �2.764 �2.584 �2.811 �3.275 �4.434 �5.461 �5.575 �5.783 �8.783 �0.063

0.050.......... �3.018 �2.473 �3.528 �4.597 �5.551 �7.078 �8.007 �8.128 �8.304 �8.746 0.276

0.080.......... �2.441 �2.041 �3.013 �4.051 �5.006 �6.555 �7.547 �7.675 �7.863 �8.572 0.240

0.100.......... �2.171 �1.867 �2.855 �3.888 �4.839 �6.392 �7.393 �7.523 �7.713 �8.515 0.252

0.200.......... �1.450 �1.326 �2.303 �3.284 �4.192 �5.711 �6.718 �6.845 �7.042 �8.312 0.292

0.300.......... �1.011 �0.990 �1.900 �2.863 �3.766 �5.329 �6.385 �6.522 �6.726 �8.187 0.320

0.400.......... �0.645 �0.761 �1.503 �2.377 �3.232 �4.759 �5.822 �5.959 �6.170 �8.121 0.323

0.500.......... �0.295 �0.632 �1.393 �2.232 �3.058 �4.543 �5.598 �5.733 �5.943 �8.089 0.351

0.600.......... �0.098 �0.458 �1.300 �2.142 �2.948 �4.387 �5.414 �5.550 �5.751 �8.109 0.417

0.700.......... �0.022 �0.489 �1.411 �2.212 �2.967 �4.341 �5.330 �5.466 �5.660 �8.147 0.539

0.800.......... 0.346 �0.136 �1.227 �2.004 �2.707 �3.904 �4.794 �4.910 �5.089 �7.888 0.595

0.900.......... 0.411 �0.123 �1.386 �2.200 �2.915 �4.134 �5.046 �5.169 �5.346 �7.838 0.662

1.000.......... 0.566 0.050 �1.217 �2.004 �2.689 �3.825 �4.682 �4.795 �4.965 �7.755 0.677

1.500.......... 0.843 0.099 �1.334 �2.148 �2.830 �3.926 �4.750 �4.858 �5.017 �7.502 0.761

2.000.......... 1.049 0.343 �1.061 �1.866 �2.544 �3.646 �4.478 �4.588 �4.749 �7.232 0.752

3.000.......... 1.137 0.395 �1.000 �1.802 �2.473 �3.538 �4.344 �4.444 �4.597 �6.945 0.774

4.000.......... 1.168 0.334 �1.077 �1.882 �2.555 �3.641 �4.452 �4.554 �4.708 �6.764 0.813

5.000.......... 1.206 0.353 �1.033 �1.823 �2.485 �3.534 �4.325 �4.421 �4.569 �6.592 0.833

Z ¼ 0:001, Y ¼ 0:246

0.025.......... �4.390 �3.844 �3.744 �3.844 �4.052 �4.739 �5.542 �5.669 �5.874 �9.366 �0.048

0.030.......... �4.128 �3.686 �3.599 �3.727 �4.001 �4.854 �5.764 �5.898 �6.114 �9.302 �0.014

0.050.......... �3.424 �3.079 �3.433 �4.176 �5.036 �6.762 �7.822 �7.979 �8.178 �9.186 0.267

0.080.......... �2.713 �2.484 �2.876 �3.599 �4.436 �6.154 �7.271 �7.438 �7.653 �8.987 0.269

0.100.......... �2.370 �2.182 �2.639 �3.400 �4.249 �5.973 �7.092 �7.261 �7.475 �8.894 0.299

0.200.......... �1.386 �1.469 �2.014 �2.815 �3.672 �5.429 �6.574 �6.747 �6.966 �8.574 0.366

0.300.......... �0.555 �0.943 �1.664 �2.500 �3.359 �5.116 �6.268 �6.440 �6.656 �8.364 0.410

0.400.......... �0.010 �0.486 �1.320 �2.131 �2.959 �4.694 �5.863 �6.039 �6.259 �8.191 0.432

0.500.......... 0.319 �0.081 �1.062 �1.896 �2.720 �4.437 �5.603 �5.776 �5.997 �8.090 0.461

0.600.......... 0.546 0.199 �0.933 �1.754 �2.533 �4.128 �5.240 �5.407 �5.621 �8.070 0.543

0.700.......... 0.722 0.192 �1.172 �2.002 �2.742 �4.188 �5.226 �5.388 �5.583 �8.140 0.684

0.800.......... 1.057 0.272 �1.255 �2.115 �2.860 �4.306 �5.321 �5.480 �5.668 �7.895 0.732

0.900.......... 1.197 0.367 �1.170 �2.026 �2.763 �4.157 �5.147 �5.302 �5.487 �7.780 0.730

1.000.......... 1.276 0.432 �1.101 �1.953 �2.681 �3.995 �4.929 �5.070 �5.248 �7.710 0.734

1.500.......... 1.496 0.525 �1.038 �1.897 �2.625 �3.941 �4.865 �5.004 �5.181 �7.475 0.769

2.000.......... 1.674 0.675 �0.890 �1.752 �2.479 �3.778 �4.686 �4.820 �4.994 �7.267 0.785

3.000.......... 1.787 0.731 �0.813 �1.672 �2.399 �3.746 �4.674 �4.812 �4.989 �6.925 0.817

4.000.......... 1.876 0.766 �0.769 �1.625 �2.353 �3.743 �4.696 �4.838 �5.017 �6.676 0.845

5.000.......... 1.971 0.861 �0.655 �1.505 �2.230 �3.634 �4.594 �4.736 �4.916 �6.472 0.863

Z ¼ 0:004, Y ¼ 0:251

0.025.......... �4.851 �4.708 �4.679 �4.840 �5.147 �5.962 �6.738 �6.865 �7.036 �10.077 0.206

0.030.......... �4.219 �4.134 �4.193 �4.482 �4.931 �5.839 �6.566 �6.678 �6.829 �9.854 0.342

0.050.......... �3.323 �3.402 �3.550 �3.974 �4.659 �6.273 �7.415 �7.637 �7.875 �9.562 0.427

0.080.......... �2.071 �2.482 �2.817 �3.308 �4.052 �5.784 �6.999 �7.249 �7.509 �9.238 0.462

0.100.......... �1.397 �1.835 �2.412 �3.013 �3.821 �5.615 �6.850 �7.103 �7.366 �9.059 0.503

0.200.......... 0.007 �0.109 �1.234 �2.129 �3.150 �5.163 �6.459 �6.723 �6.990 �8.525 0.553

0.300.......... 0.487 0.355 �0.802 �1.711 �2.746 �4.817 �6.161 �6.439 �6.718 �8.287 0.537

0.400.......... 1.070 0.853 �0.546 �1.605 �2.731 �4.818 �6.132 �6.388 �6.647 �8.070 0.561

0.500.......... 1.436 1.175 �0.254 �1.335 �2.473 �4.592 �5.916 �6.180 �6.444 �7.918 0.574

0.600.......... 1.708 1.303 �0.202 �1.277 �2.344 �4.276 �5.518 �5.744 �5.980 �7.835 0.598

0.700.......... 1.807 1.096 �0.510 �1.516 �2.471 �4.190 �5.336 �5.547 �5.769 �7.895 0.695

0.800.......... 1.852 0.971 �0.685 �1.679 �2.607 �4.270 �5.379 �5.585 �5.801 �7.952 0.763

0.900.......... 2.027 1.066 �0.640 �1.658 �2.616 �4.348 �5.476 �5.690 �5.918 �7.665 0.764

1.000.......... 2.120 1.127 �0.575 �1.587 �2.523 �4.187 �5.277 �5.476 �5.690 �7.569 0.760

1.500.......... 2.477 1.291 �0.431 �1.441 �2.373 �4.032 �5.115 �5.310 �5.521 �7.273 0.802

2.000.......... 2.615 1.320 �0.375 �1.370 �2.315 �4.021 �5.125 �5.328 �5.545 �7.122 0.866

3.000.......... 2.789 1.441 �0.232 �1.228 �2.194 �3.929 �5.041 �5.244 �5.458 �6.775 0.918

4.000.......... 2.900 1.478 �0.184 �1.174 �2.145 �3.886 �4.997 �5.198 �5.411 �6.497 0.945

5.000.......... 2.977 1.583 �0.052 �1.042 �2.037 �3.829 �4.958 �5.163 �5.379 �6.279 0.962



TABLE 1—Continued

Age

(Gyr)

(1)

M̄U

(2)

M̄B

(3)

M̄V

(4)

M̄R

(5)

M̄I

(6)

M̄J

(7)

M̄H

(8)

M̄K

(9)

M̄L

(10)

M tot
V

(11)

V � I

(12)

Z ¼ 0:008, Y ¼ 0:256

0.025.......... �4.259 �4.523 �4.596 �4.841 �5.259 �6.121 �6.835 �6.963 �7.119 �10.214 0.445

0.050.......... �1.598 �1.556 �2.816 �3.630 �4.521 �5.892 �6.959 �7.236 �7.548 �9.402 0.674

0.080.......... �0.855 �0.641 �1.906 �2.839 �3.994 �5.634 �6.840 �7.144 �7.483 �9.058 0.643

0.100.......... �0.561 �0.386 �1.597 �2.532 �3.756 �5.483 �6.739 �7.051 �7.398 �8.912 0.610

0.200.......... 0.126 0.193 �0.757 �1.681 �3.083 �5.012 �6.384 �6.722 �7.092 �8.497 0.539

0.300.......... 0.843 0.814 �0.262 �1.331 �2.903 �4.886 �6.273 �6.605 �6.966 �8.221 0.560

0.400.......... 1.332 1.209 0.110 �1.028 �2.658 �4.638 �6.027 �6.348 �6.701 �8.008 0.566

0.500.......... 1.680 1.432 0.206 �0.985 �2.543 �4.433 �5.767 �6.058 �6.381 �7.873 0.600

0.600.......... 1.962 1.578 0.203 �1.016 �2.548 �4.412 �5.728 �6.017 �6.338 �7.769 0.635

0.700.......... 2.147 1.543 0.018 �1.141 �2.543 �4.307 �5.569 �5.850 �6.164 �7.773 0.722

0.800.......... 2.273 1.426 �0.225 �1.338 �2.528 �4.096 �5.218 �5.448 �5.700 �7.806 0.796

0.900.......... 2.377 1.486 �0.178 �1.297 �2.572 �4.221 �5.407 �5.673 �5.978 �7.522 0.803

1.000.......... 2.491 1.553 �0.127 �1.253 �2.530 �4.170 �5.345 �5.603 �5.901 �7.443 0.822

1.500.......... 2.903 1.721 0.016 �1.097 �2.411 �4.081 �5.276 �5.554 �5.870 �7.113 0.898

2.000.......... 3.142 1.817 0.089 �1.034 �2.358 �3.970 �5.132 �5.382 �5.667 �6.895 0.953

3.000.......... 3.357 1.962 0.276 �0.839 �2.232 �3.862 �5.043 �5.298 �5.594 �6.573 1.013

4.000.......... 3.503 2.056 0.398 �0.712 �2.181 �3.871 �5.085 �5.363 �5.683 �6.317 1.050

5.000.......... 3.659 2.197 0.554 �0.548 �2.048 �3.773 �5.010 �5.298 �5.630 �6.080 1.062

Z ¼ 0:01, Y ¼ 0:259

0.025.......... �4.220 �3.903 �3.978 �4.386 �4.994 �6.064 �6.851 �6.991 �7.149 �9.914 0.416

0.030.......... �3.775 �3.848 �3.987 �4.342 �4.877 �5.854 �6.618 �6.755 �6.911 �9.882 0.464

0.050.......... �1.542 �1.176 �2.485 �3.417 �4.403 �5.884 �6.969 �7.283 �7.602 �9.346 0.682

0.080.......... �0.910 �0.585 �1.755 �2.697 �3.884 �5.612 �6.823 �7.169 �7.515 �9.043 0.621

0.100.......... �0.627 �0.419 �1.534 �2.454 �3.709 �5.505 �6.760 �7.109 �7.457 �8.920 0.592

0.200.......... 0.191 0.257 �0.680 �1.600 �3.040 �5.059 �6.432 �6.807 �7.177 �8.498 0.531

0.300.......... 0.894 0.909 �0.010 �1.050 �2.703 �4.809 �6.207 �6.577 �6.944 �8.189 0.542

0.400.......... 1.365 1.260 0.297 �0.838 �2.594 �4.660 �6.045 �6.395 �6.747 �7.975 0.558

0.500.......... 1.708 1.446 0.187 �1.073 �2.722 �4.618 �5.919 �6.232 �6.550 �7.843 0.614

0.600.......... 2.023 1.628 0.261 �1.007 �2.658 �4.545 �5.843 �6.158 �6.478 �7.744 0.653

0.700.......... 2.222 1.567 0.015 �1.154 �2.567 �4.277 �5.490 �5.782 �6.082 �7.765 0.756

0.800.......... 2.347 1.482 �0.167 �1.304 �2.624 �4.274 �5.448 �5.739 �6.039 �7.796 0.846

0.900.......... 2.473 1.572 �0.117 �1.292 �2.665 �4.314 �5.475 �5.754 �6.047 �7.511 0.854

1.000.......... 2.590 1.683 �0.002 �1.179 �2.566 �4.222 �5.390 �5.670 �5.964 �7.400 0.859

1.500.......... 3.032 1.877 0.171 �0.974 �2.382 �4.085 �5.275 �5.578 �5.890 �7.037 0.927

2.000.......... 3.317 1.998 0.273 �0.873 �2.319 �4.034 �5.226 �5.530 �5.843 �6.812 0.982

3.000.......... 3.569 2.132 0.434 �0.698 �2.193 �3.943 �5.144 �5.452 �5.772 �6.504 1.046

4.000.......... 3.688 2.241 0.580 �0.543 �2.072 �3.809 �5.013 �5.310 �5.623 �6.240 1.077

5.000.......... 3.798 2.284 0.637 �0.474 �2.022 �3.826 �5.047 �5.366 �5.695 �6.035 1.103

Z ¼ 0:0198, Y ¼ 0:273

0.025.......... �4.341 �4.161 �4.143 �4.356 �4.902 �5.894 �6.777 �6.961 �7.123 �10.042 0.318

0.050.......... �2.683 �2.920 �3.080 �3.409 �4.134 �5.968 �7.145 �7.626 �7.970 �9.545 0.417

0.080.......... �1.435 �1.423 �2.031 �2.609 �3.571 �5.775 �7.021 �7.521 �7.871 �9.172 0.458

0.100.......... �0.887 �0.696 �1.442 �2.175 �3.291 �5.655 �6.925 �7.441 �7.800 �8.979 0.492

0.200.......... 0.237 0.388 �0.171 �1.024 �2.530 �5.271 �6.587 �7.098 �7.456 �8.433 0.488

0.300.......... 0.937 0.911 0.291 �0.669 �2.396 �5.087 �6.387 �6.859 �7.192 �8.134 0.533

0.400.......... 1.418 1.270 0.500 �0.567 �2.432 �4.957 �6.232 �6.681 �7.000 �7.915 0.587

0.500.......... 1.826 1.585 0.692 �0.435 �2.326 �4.719 �5.983 �6.419 �6.731 �7.754 0.632

0.600.......... 2.136 1.778 0.680 �0.490 �2.334 �4.656 �5.899 �6.330 �6.639 �7.644 0.689

0.700.......... 2.435 1.890 0.487 �0.700 �2.309 �4.380 �5.564 �5.976 �6.273 �7.628 0.813

0.800.......... 2.619 1.939 0.444 �0.739 �2.333 �4.350 �5.519 �5.933 �6.230 �7.594 0.883

0.900.......... 2.739 1.997 0.422 �0.792 �2.432 �4.526 �5.673 �6.086 �6.379 �7.358 0.944

1.000.......... 2.869 2.075 0.453 �0.761 �2.381 �4.429 �5.575 �5.984 �6.276 �7.225 0.949

1.500.......... 3.382 2.385 0.702 �0.497 �2.131 �4.243 �5.391 �5.791 �6.076 �6.817 1.007

2.000.......... 3.770 2.547 0.838 �0.335 �1.930 �4.077 �5.231 �5.639 �5.927 �6.574 1.049

3.000.......... 4.109 2.686 0.971 �0.204 �1.849 �4.135 �5.289 �5.713 �6.010 �6.256 1.101

4.000.......... 4.250 2.722 1.049 �0.079 �1.651 �4.029 �5.187 �5.632 �5.939 �6.024 1.137

5.000.......... 4.396 2.840 1.177 0.051 �1.548 �4.040 �5.192 �5.639 �5.943 �5.817 1.174



appearance of AGB stars is expected to produce a less intense
variation in the NIR SBF of a metal-rich population.

Looking at both Figures 3 and 5, one can note that the strong de-
pendence of theNIRSBFonmass loss, especially for intermediate-
age populations, has several implications. The NIR SBF with
intermediate mass loss (B1model) can look similar to those with
mild mass loss (BH model), depending on metallicity. This be-
havior might generate a possible problem of degeneracy when
the metallicity of the stellar system is unknown. In addition, the
evidence that mass loss increases with metallicity in AGB stars
(Groenewegen et al. 1995) might complicate the scenario. On the
other hand, this high sensitivity can be used to discriminate among
different mass loss assumptions, if stellar systems with known
metallicity are considered, thus making SBFs an interesting tool
for investigating properties of AGB stars. In x 4 we use HST
WFPC2 SBF data to discriminate the mass-loss scenario active
in the TP-AGB stars for a sample of LMC star clusters.

4. SBF MEASUREMENTS

To our knowledge, optical-SBF models available in the liter-
ature do not include predictions for young stellar populations, as
they usually extend down to 2–5 Gyr (Worthey 1993; Buzzoni
1993; Liu et al. 2000; Blakeslee et al. 2001; Paper I). Thus, no
comparison with optical SBF models from other authors can be
done. In this section we provide the first step toward the measure
of optical SBFs for young SSPs.

Stellar clusters in the Magellanic Clouds (MCs) represent a
unique opportunity to explore the behavior of SBFs in young and
intermediate-age stellar systems. The MC clusters—formed at
different epochs—provide a remarkable sampling of stellar clus-
ters in a wide range of ages. Moreover, because of their proxim-
ity, they allow us to perform direct photometry of individual stars.
This is of paramount importance in probing stellar population
synthesis tools and models. The criteria for selecting MC star
clusters, as well as photometric data analysis, are two important
steps in our overall investigation. Hence, in x 4.1 we describe
these steps in detail before discussing the SBF measurements.

4.1. Star Clusters and Photometric Data Selection

As shown in x 3.1, the low statistic in the brighter part of the
cluster LF plays a role in determining the uncertainties of the
measured SBFs. For this reason we prefer clusters with a number
of stars high enough to avoid large statistical fluctuations (Fig. 2).
While taking this condition into account, we give the priority to
more massive clusters by selecting young LMC clusters, whose
integrated magnitudes satisfy the condition M tot

V PM
tot;max
V at

any age.
An accurate photometry of individual stars in the cluster core

is another crucial requirement in order to fully map all the fea-
tures of the cluster stellar population. We take advantage of the
HSTWFPC2 high capability of resolving stars in the core of the
MC clusters. Mackey & Gilmore (2003, hereafter MG03) have
shown that the core radius of MC clusters is typically smaller
than 3000; thus, the WFPC2 field of view is large enough to con-
tain most stars in the cluster.

With a total apparent magnitude V tot ¼ 9:89� 0:01 (van den
Bergh 1981), NGC 1866 is one of the most massive clusters
formed in the LMC during the last 3 Gyr. Our group has recently
obtained deep and accurate HST WFPC2 observations in the
F555W (�V ) and F814W (�I ) filters of this cluster (Walker
et al. 2001; Brocato et al. 2003). Hence, it is a good candidate for
our purpose. Further, we select a sample of LMC clusters span-
ning the age range from a few million up to a few billion years,
for which similar HST observations in the same photometric fil-
ters are available. A subsample of the LMC clusters studied by
de Grijs et al. (2002a, 2002b, 2002c) satisfies most require-
ments, namely, NGC 1805, NGC 1818, NGC 1831, NGC 1868,
NGC 2209, and Hodge 14. Their observations, just like our own
for NGC 1866, reach magnitudes as faint as V � 25 mag. More-
over, de Grijs and collaborators could detect radial mass segre-
gation in the central regions of these LMC clusters. This is a clear
indication of the high level of completeness and accuracy of their
photometric data and LFs.

In order to minimize possible differences in handling the data,
the original images have been retrieved from theHST archive and

TABLE 1—Continued

Age

(Gyr)

(1)

M̄U

(2)

M̄B

(3)

M̄V

(4)

M̄R

(5)

M̄I

(6)

M̄J

(7)

M̄H

(8)

M̄K

(9)

M̄L

(10)

M tot
V

(11)

V � I

(12)

Z ¼ 0:04, Y ¼ 0:30

0.025.......... �3.985 �4.192 �4.247 �4.393 �4.800 �5.750 �6.630 �6.870 �7.058 �10.056 0.305

0.030.......... �3.390 �3.752 �3.931 �4.142 �4.664 �6.723 �7.857 �8.348 �8.671 �9.936 0.374

0.050.......... �1.901 �1.692 �2.450 �3.089 �3.875 �6.023 �7.214 �7.785 �8.173 �9.413 0.490

0.080.......... �1.166 �0.690 �1.206 �1.999 �3.076 �5.728 �6.952 �7.529 �7.915 �8.996 0.498

0.100.......... �0.828 �0.401 �0.796 �1.548 �2.698 �5.627 �6.890 �7.489 �7.884 �8.831 0.479

0.200.......... 0.259 0.368 0.099 �0.580 �1.934 �5.302 �6.621 �7.230 �7.628 �8.329 0.474

0.300.......... 0.954 0.914 0.560 �0.170 �1.602 �5.143 �6.456 �7.048 �7.431 �8.015 0.533

0.400.......... 1.549 1.363 0.840 0.043 �1.590 �5.037 �6.322 �6.878 �7.243 �7.785 0.596

0.500.......... 1.972 1.717 1.030 0.147 �1.616 �4.866 �6.127 �6.661 �7.016 �7.607 0.653

0.600.......... 2.319 2.016 1.147 0.201 �1.576 �4.726 �5.974 �6.501 �6.850 �7.461 0.709

0.700.......... 2.594 2.249 1.156 0.100 �1.801 �4.996 �6.188 �6.693 �7.026 �7.328 0.807

0.800.......... 2.727 2.400 1.188 0.030 �1.607 �4.557 �5.768 �6.285 �6.625 �6.919 0.775

0.900.......... 2.915 2.556 1.232 0.020 �1.698 �4.488 �5.674 �6.171 �6.498 �6.811 0.833

1.000.......... 3.104 2.646 1.225 �0.001 �1.744 �4.505 �5.676 �6.166 �6.492 �6.718 0.878

1.500.......... 3.695 2.746 1.158 0.030 �1.572 �4.316 �5.463 �5.956 �6.282 �6.585 1.044

2.000.......... 4.063 2.851 1.232 0.120 �1.467 �4.218 �5.358 �5.845 �6.163 �6.334 1.089

3.000.......... 4.466 3.051 1.422 0.330 �1.224 �4.136 �5.286 �5.795 �6.123 �5.992 1.135

4.000.......... 4.662 3.166 1.546 0.461 �1.094 �4.078 �5.230 �5.744 �6.077 �5.761 1.158

5.000.......... 4.796 3.245 1.633 0.558 �0.979 �3.999 �5.152 �5.674 �6.012 �5.590 1.183
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analyzed by following the same procedure as discussed inBrocato
et al. (2003), briefly described here. The basic information on the
images we used is summarized in Table 2. Each frame has been
preprocessed according to the standard WFPC2 pipeline, using
the latest available calibrations. The removal of cosmic rays and
the photometry were performed with the most recent version
of the HSTphot package developed by Dolphin (2000a). The
point-spread function (PSF)–fitting option in the HSTphot rou-
tine was adopted in order to take advantage of the PSFs, which
are computed directly to reproduce the shape details of star im-
ages as obtained in the different regions of the WFPC2. Charge
transfer efficiency corrections and calibrations to the standard VI
system were obtained directly by HSTphot routines, as docu-
mented by Dolphin (2000b). In Figure 6 the resulting CMDs are
plotted, together with the typical uncertainties of the photometry

as a function of magnitude. The V and I photometry of de Grijs
and collaborators is compared with the present work. The agree-
ment is extremely good, with mean differences on the order of a
few hundreds of magnitudes in all the chips and for all the clus-
ters. Completeness was evaluated by distributing artificial stars
of known positions and magnitudes in selected circular regions
around the cluster center. Since the resulting completeness func-
tions strictly agree with those published by de Grijs et al. (2002b,
2002c; see their Fig. 2), we do not present our nearly identical
figures.
Even though the present paper is mainly devoted to young

stellar clusters, for the sake of completeness we also added four
really old clusters. We derived V̄ and Ī also for NGC 1754, 1916,
2005, and 2019 by relying on the high-quality, deep HST pho-
tometry by Olsen et al. (1998), who used deep exposures in both

Fig. 5.—Time evolution of SBF magnitudes for different metallicities (B1 models). The different lines represent the labeled metallicity values.
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the F555W and F814W filters. This assures the measurement of
stars of V � 25, well below the main-sequence turnoff (MSTO)
point for all the clusters.

Finally, we have a sample of 11 LMC star clusters. The
complete list and a few properties of the clusters are presented
in Table 3: cluster name (col. [1]); total V magnitude from
van den Bergh (1981) and the present work (cols. [2] and [3]);
V̄ , Ī , and V̄ � Ī (cols. [4]–[6]); and cluster age as derived in x 4.3
(col. [7]) or from the literature (col. [8]). The uncertainties of SBF
data refer to the maximum/minimum SBF values obtained by
including field contamination and ‘‘missed’’ bright stars, as de-
scribed in x 4.2. The integrated magnitudes obtained in the
present work refer to the photometric data used to derive the SBF
measurements. They agree with the values of van den Bergh
(1981) within a few tenths of magnitudes. For Hodge 14 the
difference is larger due to the severe area selection we used in
order to minimize the field contamination (see x 4.2).

4.2. Optical SBF

In order to measure SBFs, we followed the procedure de-
scribed by AT94, which uses the photometry of individual stars
in the cluster. Stars 8–10 mag fainter than the brightest stars of
the cluster were measured through high-resolution WFPC2 im-

aging. This allowed us to use individual-star photometry not
only to evaluate the numerator in equation (4) but also the de-
nominator without introducing other sources of uncertainty in
estimating the total flux (e.g., sky-level evaluation). Differently
from the present work, AT94 (and G04) were forced ‘‘to sum the
flux of the CCD image with the sky subtracted’’ to account for
the contribution of the large number of unmeasured faint stars to
the total flux. This is due to the fact that the photometry used
in those papers does not reach the faint part of the MS (see, e.g.,
the case of 47 Tuc in Fig. 10 of AT94).

The faint magnitude limit of the photometry is a crucial point
in evaluating the denominator of equation (4), as demonstrated
by AT94. In order to find a quantitative indication of the impact
of faint MS stars on SBFs, we used the following procedure:
First, the VI SBFs are derived from synthetic VI CMDs, contain-
ing stars with masses down to m ¼ 0:1M�, by applying the RS
procedure (eq. [4]). Then, the SBFs are recomputed by artifi-
cially cutting out stars with V > Vcut from the complete synthetic
CMDs for a selected set of Vcut . This test corresponds to a simu-
lation of 100% incompleteness at magnitudes fainter than Vcut .
The V- and I-band SBFs were derived by adopting the LMC ab-
solute distance modulus (m�M )0 ¼ 18:4� 0:1 and mean red-
dening EB�V ¼ 0:06 (Walker et al. 2001; Alcock et al. 2004).
The procedure was repeated for three different populations, aged
t ¼ 100 Myr, 900 Myr, and 4 Gyr. The differences between the
SBFs derived by considering the complete synthetic CMDs and
those from the ‘‘cut’’ ones are presented in Figure 7 as a function
ofVcut . The figure shows that the younger the cluster, the brighter
the completeness limit required to minimize the difference be-
tween SBFs computed by including all stars of the CMD and
SBFs obtained by including only stars with V < Vcut. For clus-
ters as old as t ¼ 4 Gyr, the uncertainty of SBFs introduced by
incompleteness is �0.2 mag in V̄ and �0.03 mag in (V̄ � Ī ) if
Vcut � 23 mag. For clusters younger than �900 Myr, the un-
certainty of the SBFs keeps below 0.2 mag in V̄ and P0.05 mag
in (V̄ � Ī ) if Vcut � 21 mag.

As regards the LMC clusters considered here, the complete-
ness of NGC 2209 and Hodge 14 is shown to be larger than 90%
for V and I � 23, while for younger clusters (NGC 1805, 1818,
1831, 1866, and 1868), it is larger than �80%–90% for V and
I P 21 except for the innermost annulus, i.e., r � 3B6 (de Grijs
et al. 2002b, 2002c; Brocato et al. 2003). As for old clusters
(NGC 1754, 1916, 2005, and 2019), we used the photometric
data by Olsen et al. (1998), whomade deep exposures in both the
F555Wand F814Wfilters. This allowed us to reachV � 25mag,
well below the MSTO point. Again, for all these clusters, com-
pleteness at V � 23 mag is assured to be more than 80% for
r � 500.

Thus, the uncertainty of V̄ and Ī due to the incompleteness is
very small, well below 0.2 mag for all the ages considered. This
ensures that V̄ and Ī are derived with a degree of precision ade-
quate for the level of intrinsic uncertainty due to statistical fluc-
tuations expected for LMC clusters (x 3.1).

Crowding effects might also be relevant in evaluating the
numerator of equation (4). The technique of distributing artifi-
cial stars also helps in studying this issue. From Figure 2 by de
Grijs et al. (2002b), it is evident that NGC 1831, NGC 1868,
NGC 2209, and Hodge 14 are not affected by crowding effects,
showing�100% completeness for the brightest 3mag of the clus-
ter stars. Similar evidence can be derived for NGC 1866 (Brocato
et al. 2003). On the other hand, NGC 1805 and NGC 1818 may
suffer 10% missed stars within 7B2 of the center (representing
less than 3.5% of the Planetary Camera [PC] area). Since the
completeness functions have a statistical meaning, a single young

TABLE 2

Overview of the WFPC2 Observations for Young Clusters in the Sample

Cluster

Archive

Directory/File Filter

Total

Exposure Time

(s) Date

NGC 1805...... u4ax0204b F555W 435 1998 Jul 25

u4ax020ab F814W 960 1998 Jul 25

u4ax0501b F555W 7200 1998 Mar 12

u4ax0601b F814W 4800 1998 Mar 12

u4ax0803b F555W 2500 1998 Apr 29

u4ax0903b F814W 2500 1998 Apr 28

NGC 1818...... u4ax3004b F555W 435 1998 Sep 25

u4ax300ab F814W 960 1998 Sep 25

u4ax3301b F555W 7200 1998 Jul 11

u4ax3501b F814W 4800 1998 Jul 29

u4ax3603b F555W 2500 1998 Apr 30

u4ax3703b F814W 2500 1998 Apr 30

NGC 1868...... u4ax5204b F555W 435 1998 Nov 12

u4ax520ab F814W 960 1998 Nov 12

u4ax5301b F555W 7200 1998 Mar 21

u4ax5601b F814W 4800 1998 Mar 22

u4ax5803b F555W 2500 1998 May 20

u4ax5903b F814W 2500 1998 May 24

NGC 1831...... u4ax4104b F555W 435 1998 Jul 25

u4ax410ab F814W 960 1998 Jul 25

u4ax4401b F555W 7200 1998 Jul 24

u4ax4601b F814W 4800 1998 Jul 24

u4ax4703b F555W 2500 1998 May 29

u4ax4803b F814W 2500 1998 May 30

NGC 2209...... u4ax6304b F555W 435 1998 Mar 29

u4ax630ab F814W 960 1998 Mar 29

u4ax6401b F555W 7200 1998 Mar 28

u4ax6701b F814W 4800 1998 Apr 3

u4ax6903b F555W 2500 1998 May 6

u4ax7003b F814W 2500 1998 May 5

Hodge 14........ u4ax7404b F555W 435 1998 Mar 31

u4ax740ab F814W 960 1998 Mar 31

u4ax7301b F555W 1200 1998 Feb 4

u4ax7303b F814W 800 1998 Feb 4

u4ax7501b F555W 7200 1998 Aug 6

u4ax7801b F814W 4800 1998 Aug 5
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cluster has been further analyzed in order to check whether very
bright stars are missed due to crowding effects and/or saturation
problems. For clusters younger than a few billion years, we must
pay particular attention to bright and cool AGB stars, which may
strongly affect the SBF measurements. In order to check the com-
pleteness of the brightest end of the LF, we retrieved for each

cluster the images and the JHKs photometry available in the final
release of the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS).7 Then,
a star-by-star cross-identification between the two sets of pho-
tometry (HSTand 2MASS) was performed to avoid missing cool

Fig. 6.—Comparison of observed (black dots) and synthetic (red dots) CMDs of a sample of LMC clusters. In each panel the best fit is plotted, together with the derived
reddening value. We adopt Z ¼ 0:008 and an absolute distance modulus of (m�MV )0 ¼ 18:4. Photometric errors are also indicated on the right side of each panel.

TABLE 3

Cluster Properties and Measured SBFs

Source

(1)

Vtot
a

(2)

Vtot

(3)

V̄

(4)

Ī

(5)

V̄ � Ī

(6)

log ½t(yr)�
(7)

Referencesb

(8)

NGC 1805.................. 10.63 10.9 15.31 � 0.2 15.30 � 0.2 0.01 � 0.3 7:00þ0:30
�0:10 1

NGC 1818.................. 9.70 10.2 15.00 � 1.0 14.37 � 1.0 0.63 � 1.0 7.40 � 0.30 2

NGC 1866.................. 9.73 9.4 17.09 � 0.2 14.95 � 0.2 2.14 � 0.07 8.15 � 0.30 3

NGC 1831.................. 11.18 10.9 18.47 � 0.2 15.90 � 0.2 2.57 � 0.3 8.65 � 0.30 2

NGC 1868.................. 11.56 11.5 18.68 � 0.5 16.50 � 0.5 2.18 � 0.5 8.81 � 0.30 2

NGC 2209.................. 13.15 12.5 18.75 � 0.5 16.66 � 0.5 2.09 � 0.5 8.85 � 0.20 2

Hodge 14.................... 11.45 13.7 19.21 � 1.0 17.29 � 1.0 1.92 � 0.5 9.30 � 0.10 2

NGC 1754.................. 11.86 12.2 18.42 � 0.5 16.70 � 0.5 1.72 � 0.4 10:19þ0:06
�0:07 1

NGC 1916.................. 10.38 10.9 18.10 � 0.5 16.28 � 0.5 1.83 � 0.4 10.20 � 0.09 1

NGC 2005.................. 11.57 11.7 18.18 � 0.5 16.11 � 0.5 2.07 � 0.4 10:22þ0:12
�0:16 1

NGC 2019.................. 10.86 11.4 17.94 � 0.5 16.13 � 0.5 1.81 � 0.4 10:25þ0:07
�0:09 1

a Van den Bergh (1981).
b References for the cluster age: (1) MG03; (2) this work; (3) Brocato et al. (2003).

7 See http://www.ipac.caltech.edu /2mass.
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AGB stars within the observed field for the final photometric list
used to derive SBFs. If we missed one or more cool stars in the
HST photometry, their corresponding V and I magnitudes were
obtained from the literature. The V and I magnitudes of such
bright and cool AGB stars are available in the literature mainly
because of the large efforts in the past in searching for AGB
carbon-rich stars (C-stars) in the LMC clusters (e.g., Aaronson &
Mould 1982; Westerlund et al. 1991).

However, there is no guarantee that such bright stars found
within the observed cluster field all belong to the cluster. For
this reason we provide—as an indicative uncertainty of the SBF
measurements—half the difference between the SBF computed
using only starswithin the PCfield and the SBFobtained by adding
to the photometric list the missed bright stars. This is a safe as-
sumption, which probably leads to an overestimate of the uncer-
tainty. Nevertheless, the primary goal of this paper is to explore
the general behavior of optical SBFs of young stellar popula-
tions, leaving a detailed and quantitative analysis of LMC clus-
ters to a forthcoming paper.

In the data analysis we also looked for another severe effect of
crowding, the blending effect. The completeness curves we con-
sidered are corrected for it, as well as for superposition of mul-
tiple randomly placed artificial stars. However, to make a further
check, we estimated the number of expected blended pairs as dis-
cussed byStephens et al. (2001). DealingwithHST WFPC2, even
in the worst case of a very densely populated core of a cluster
such as NGC 1866, the number of blended pairs formed by two
identical giant stars is estimated to be on the order of 0.0001% for
the PC and about 0.01% for the wide-field chips.

The field star contamination is not severe for the selected
clusters (with the exception of Hodge 14). The contribution of
field stars to SBF measurements is evaluated by comparing SBF
magnitudes derived from thewhole region covered by theWFPC2
with the results obtained from the PC area only, which typically
includes most of the stars of the cluster.

Finally, the four truly old clusters show SBF magnitudes in
very good agreement with the average SBF values obtained for
the GGCs by AT94. This last point can also be seen as a poste-
riori verification that our method of measuring SBFs from high-

quality, deep photometric data is reliable, at least for the purpose
of the present paper.

4.3. Age Determination

We used current synthetic CMDs to consistently evaluate the
age of each cluster. In Figure 6 we show the comparison between
the observed CMDs and the synthetic ones. For all the clusters
we assumed ametallicity equal to Z ¼ 0:008 and an absolute dis-
tance modulus of (m�M )0 ¼ 18:4� 0:1. The reddening value
of each cluster was derived from the best-fitting procedure as
discussed in Walker et al. (2001). The assumed distance to the
LMC appears justified in light of recent distance measurements,
which attempt to reconcile the long- with the short-distance scale
(e.g., Salaris et al. 2003; Alcock et al. 2004).

The cluster age and the related overall uncertainty are reported
in Table 3 (col. [7]). They are in good agreement with ages listed
by MG03. The interstellar reddening values fall within the range
measured for the LMC, e.g., EB�V ¼ 0:06 0:20 (Westerlund
1997).

Figure 6 confirms the extremely high degree of accuracy that
our SSP models reach in simulating the CMDs of young stellar
populations. In addition, we remark that our procedure is fully
consistent, since the same theoretical framework was adopted for
computing SBFs and for the CMD analysis aimed at obtaining
the age of each cluster.

5. MODELS VERSUS OBSERVATIONS

5.1. Optical SBFs

In this section we compare SBF predictions with the opti-
cal measurements. As discussed in x 3.2, the (V̄ � Ī ) fluctua-
tion color is sensitive to the mass-loss rate in the final stages of
the AGB. In Figure 8 observational data for clusters with age

Fig. 7.—Impact of the completeness limit Vcut on SBFs. The differences are
between SBFs obtained using a synthetic CMD complete down to star mass
m ¼ 0:1 M� and SBFs from the same CMD but excluding stars with V > Vcut

(i.e., 100% incompleteness at V > Vcut). The labeled ages and a fixed metallicity
Z ¼ 0:008 are adopted.

Fig. 8.—(V̄ � Ī ) fluctuation color vs. age. For ages lower than 5 Gyr, models
withZ ¼ 0:008 and differentmass-loss rates are plotted (symbols are as in Fig. 3).
For ages larger than 5 Gyr, models with Z ¼ 0:0001 (three-pointed stars) and
Z ¼ 0:001 ( four-pointed stars) are from Paper I. The LMC star cluster fluctu-
ation colors are shown as black filled squares. The triangle refers to the mean
(V̄ � Ī ) color of GGCs (data from AT94). At the upper left we show the mean
error bar of the SBF models. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color
version of this figure.]
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t < 5Gyr are located within the two theoretical curves represent-
ing models without TP-AGB stars (no-TP, dotted line) and mod-
els computed by assuming the BH83 mass-loss rate (solid line).
The cluster Hodge 14 is the only exception: we discuss it below.
Being the least efficient rate explored in the present work, the
BH83 mass-loss rate predicts a large number of TP stars, which
are responsible for very ‘‘red’’ (V̄ � Ī ) colors of young SSPs. In
spite of the large error bars of the LMC cluster data, Figure 8
suggests that the B1 and B2 models give a better fit than the BH
models for nearly all the clusters. In particular, NGC 1866, for
which we succeed in minimizing the uncertainties, is well fitted
by models with mass-loss prescriptions by B95.

In the same figure, old and verymetal-poormodels (t > 5Gyr,
Z ¼ 0:001 and 0.0001) published in Paper I are plotted as three-
and four-pointed stars. Theywere computed assuming a Reimers
mass-loss rate (see Paper I for details). Note that models of age
t > 5 Gyr fully consistent with the present theoretical scenario
will be discussed in a forthcoming paper (see footnote 5).

Figure 9 exhibits the M̄V and M̄I behavior with age. For t <
5 Gyr we plot SBF models of all the metallicities given in the
present paper; only the B1 mass-loss scenario is used. For older
clusters,modelswithZ ¼ 0:001 and0.0001 are taken fromPaper I.
The theoretical SBFs refer to the asymptotic values (standard pro-
cedure) for which the uncertainty is on the order of 0.05 mag, as
already discussed. We also evaluated the intrinsic uncertainty due
to stochastic effects on the number of bright stars (RS procedure)
from the models with the faintest M tot

V (Table 1). According to
the discussion in x 3.1, the fainter the integratedVmagnitude of the
cluster, the larger the intrinsic uncertainty. We finally find out
that it is on the order of 0.2 mag.

The general trend of M̄V for LMC clusters is well reproduced
bymodels in the explored age range (Fig. 9a). The SBFmeasure-
ments of clusters younger than 5 Gyr appear in agreement with
models of metallicities Z ¼ 0:004 0:01, which are appropriate
for young and intermediate-age LMC clusters (e.g., Westerlund
1997; MG03). SBF measurements for very old clusters are fitted
by 12–15 Gyr with lower metallicity models.

For I-band SBFs (Fig. 9b) the agreement is still good in the
case ofmeasurementswith small uncertainties. Some relevant dis-
crepancies arise for NGC 1868, NGC 2209, and Hodge 14. Let
us recall that the three quoted clusters have the faintest integrated
light in our sample; thus, statistical effects may be not negligi-
ble as inferred from Figure 2 (x 3.1). We also remind the reader
that in order to avoid contamination by field stars, in the case of
Hodge 14 only a small fraction (i.e., a small mass) of the cluster
is being analyzed. This indication is confirmed if detailedmodels
are computed by assuming exactly the integrated magnitude and
age reported in Table 3 (cols. [3] and [7]). The I-band SBFs, de-
rived by applying the RS procedure (M̄ RS

I
), provide values that

are lower than M̄
std; as
I and closer to the observed ones. In fact, for

NGC 1868, NGC 2209, and Hodge 14 we find, respectively,
Ī RS ¼ 16:6� 0:5, 16:4�1:0, and 16:5� 0:9, which can be com-
pared to the corresponding asymptotic values Ī std; as ¼ 15:93�
0:05, 15:84� 0:05, and 16:06� 0:05. Note that similar compu-
tations performed for the massive cluster NGC 1866 give Ī RS ¼
15:0� 0:1. SBFs in the V band show a similar behavior, in the
sense that the agreement gets even better if M̄ RS

V values are
compared to observations. Statistical effects aremainly driven by
fluctuations in the number of giant stars, and then for intermediate-
age/old populations they affect the I and NIR bands more than
the optical ones (Fig. 2).
Even with the present large error bars and the limited sample

of LMC clusters we are dealing with, we can reach the following
conclusions:

1. SSP models including TP stars reproduce the optical SBFs
of LMC clusters reasonably well. This rules out an extremely
high mass loss rate, thus driving stars to an early departure from
the AGB.
2. A mild mass loss rate (BH83) appears inadequate, because

too many TP stars are foreseen. SSPs predict a very ‘‘red’’ (V̄ �
Ī ) color, which is not supported by the observed SBF values.
3. B1 and B2models seem to predict a number of TP stars that

can reproduce the SBFs of the selected sample of LMC clusters.

Fig. 9.—(a) M̄V and (b) M̄I as a function of age. For ages lower than 5 Gyr, only models with the B1 mass-loss rate are considered. Models for t > 5 Gyr are from
Paper I (symbols as in Fig. 8). Black filled squares refer to the measured SBF amplitudes for LMC star clusters. The expected theoretical uncertainties are shown in the
upper right corner of each panel (see text).
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Due to the relatively small number of LMC clusters included
in our sample, the previous conclusions must be regarded as
important, although not conclusive, indications. Further obser-
vational efforts are requested, both in improving the size of the
sample and inminimizing the uncertainties of the measurements.

5.2. NIR SBF

G04 recently provided JHK SBF measurements of eight super-
clusters as obtained from 2MASS observations of several LMC
and Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) stellar clusters. Each super-
cluster groups clusterswithin a given rangeof the s-parameter (Elson
&Fall 1985) and corresponds to an SWBclass (Searle et al. 1980).

The SBFs derived from these superclusters have the remarkable
advantage of relying on a large number of bright stars. For this
reason, we compared the present models with those NIR data.

Differently fromGonzalez and collaborators,whoused theCohen
(1982) ages for the SWBclasses, we adopted the age calibration of
the s-parameter from two more recent works: Elson & Fall (1988)
andGirardi et al. (1995). They provide similar results (within 5%–
10%) even thoughone is based on canonical stellarmodels (log t ¼
6:05þ 0:079s; Elson&Fall 1988) and the other one on overshoot-
ing stellar models (log t ¼ 6:227þ 0:0733s; Girardi et al. 1995).

In Figure 10 we plot our JHK SBF predictions as a function of
age for differentmetallicities and theB1models. The observational

Fig. 10.—JHK SBF predictions of B1models for selected values of metallicity as a function of age.Models for t > 5 Gyr are from Paper I (symbols as in Fig. 8). The
SBFs of MC superclusters by G04 are plotted as filled squares. Age uncertainties cover the interval spanned by each SWB class according to the s-parameter values
included in the superclusters. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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data published by G04 (as corrected after Gonzalez et al. 2005)
are reported as filled squares, with the related ages according
to the canonical calibration. The age error bars refer to the ages
corresponding to the initial and final s-parameter values of the
clusters included in each supercluster.We rescaled G04measure-
ments to the LMC distance adopted in previous sections. The
models are calculated for a slightly different K-band filter than
the 2MASS K-band filter (Ks), but the differences are negligible
for our present purpose (Carpenter 2001).

The general behavior of JHK SBF data is reproduced by mod-
els in all NIR bands. Both models and data show a jump around
30–50 Myr corresponding to the appearance of red and bright
AGB stars. After that, the luminosity of the AGB tip decreases
with age, and the SBF NIR data decline accordingly. In spite of
the qualitative agreement concerning the general trend, the qual-
ity of the fit is not satisfactory.

The comparison shows that SBFs from B1 models are sys-
tematically fainter than NIR SBF magnitudes of the MC super-
clusters. In the range from a few hundred megayears to a few
gigayears, only supersolar SSP models give SBF magnitudes as
bright as G04 data. It is well known that MC clusters have chem-
ical abundances lower or at most equal to the solar value, so that
metallicity variations do not appear to properly solve the quoted
discrepancy. Other models (G04) also require unlikely high val-
ues of metallicity to reproduce the SBF measurements obtained
for superclusters.

We evaluated the impact of increasing the number of cool
bright AGB stars by comparing the supercluster data to the SBF
predictions obtained by BH models. Figure 11 (left) shows that
J-band SBF magnitudes seem to be well fitted by BH models
with reasonable metallicity values. Unfortunately, these models
fail in reproducing K-band measurements, since the theoretical
SBF amplitudes are brighter than the data for t � 100 Myr and
fainter for older ages (Fig. 11, right). Hence, this scenario seems
to be ruled out too.

Which kind of stars are missed in the models, and what place
should they occupy in the CMD in order to move the theoretical
NIR SBFmagnitudes to the observed values? Note that SBF pre-
dictions in the optical bandpasses should not be affected by in-

cluding those kinds of stars, because the SBF in that range of
wavelength can fit observations. This leads to an investigation of
the lack of cool bright stars in our models. In order to reproduce
exactly the SBFs of superclusters, we performed numerical exper-
iments by assembling the number of simulations needed to form
a supercluster with a total mass M � 4 ; 106 M�, representing
the average value from classes II–VII of G04 at a given age (B1
models and Z ¼ 0:008). Obviously, the SBFs derived for these
theoretical superclusters resemble—within the uncertainties—
the SBFs reported in Table 1, because we are dealing with as-
ymptotic values.
As a first approximation, we verify what happens to theoret-

ical NIR SBFs if a contamination of LMC supergiant M-type
field stars is included (Nikolaev & Weinberg 2000). Figure 3 of
G04 shows that a nonnegligible number of bright stars at Ks ’
10 and J � Ks ’ 1 1:2 are present in the superclusters corre-
sponding to SWB classes I–IV. If such a small contamination of
field stars is included into our theoretical superclusters, we find
that models shift toward a higher luminosity. Furthermore, the
presence of NIR-bright AGB stars displaying 12C enrichment,
due to the third dredge-up (C-stars), also affects SBFs in these
bands. The Ks versus J � Ks CMDs of the superclusters (Fig. 3
of G04; SWB classes IV, V, and VI) show stars with J � Kk
1:3 1:4, the typical value used to select C-stars photometrically
in the SMC and LMC (Cioni et al. 2001, 2003; Raimondo et al.
2005). Cohen (1982) already stated that these classes are ‘‘pre-
cisely those where integrated light (Persson et al. 1983) and
searches among the brightest red stars (Frogel & Cohen 1982;
Aaronson & Mould 1982) have revealed the presence of lumi-
nous carbon stars.’’ If this is the case, the discrepancy between
NIR data andmodels should be reduced bymoving from theK to
the J band and is expected to become negligible in the optical
range. This is exactly what happens, as shown in Figure 10. From
Figure 3 of G04, we note that SWB classes V and VI show a
narrow giant branch with a group of stars redder than J � Kk
1:4, roughly 10 and 4 for SWB classes V and VI, respectively.
By adding these stars to our theoretical superclusters, SBF pre-
dictions go up to the same position of observational values
(Fig. 12).

Fig. 11.—J- and K-band SBF predictions obtained by BH models and metallicity Z ¼ 0:008 (solid line). Models for t > 5 Gyr are from Paper I (Z ¼ 0:0001, three-
pointed stars; Z ¼ 0:001, four-pointed stars). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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All in all, these numerical experiments lead to the conclusion
that models with the proper MC metallicity can be reconciled
with the observed NIR SBFs for MC superclusters if (1) a field
contamination of M-type stars is assumed, and (2) the number of
stars with J � Kk1:3 1:4 is increased in the SSP models.

In spite of the fairly good agreement obtained in Figure 12, we
explored a further possibility. Let us recall that superclusters are
not really SSPs, being the results of a sum of individual stellar
clusters with slightly different ages and chemical compositions.
In addition, the membership of an individual cluster to a given
SWB class may be uncertain (Girardi et al. 1995). Thus, we inves-
tigated the possibility that superclusters contain a certain fraction
of populations younger than the minimum age assigned to the
corresponding SWB classes. This suggestion is supported by the

fact that CMDs of SWB classes I–IV in Figure 3 by G04 exhibit
features that could be related to the presence of populations with
chemical compositions and/or ages different from the correspond-
ing SWB class (see, e.g., the bimodal RGBs).

Numerical experiments performed for SWB classes from II to
VI show a relevant increment of the SBF magnitudes if a stel-
lar population younger than the typical age value assigned to the
corresponding SWB class is included. In particular, we find that
the presence of one (or a few) younger cluster leads to SBF pre-
dictions in agreement with observations (Fig. 13). Keeping in
mind that the results in Figure 13 do not represent the only solu-
tion, we note that the percentage of young population required to
predict the SBF NIR data is on the order of 10%. In other words,
if one (or a few) cluster is included in a given SWB class because

Fig. 13.—J- andK-band SBFs for composite stellar populations (dotted line; see text). Symbols are as in Fig. 11. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color
version of this figure.]

Fig. 12.—J- andK-band SBF predictions for theoretical superclusters obtained from B1models by including a contamination of M-type field stars and by artificially
increasing the number of stars with J � Kk1:3 1:4 (C-stars?) in the SSPs (dotted line). As a reference, the original B1 models with Z ¼ 0:008 are shown (solid line).
Symbols are as in Fig. 11. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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its s-parameter is overestimated (for whatever reason; see Girardi
et al. 1995), this leads to brighter SBF amplitudes for that SWB
class. On the contrary, numerical experiments show that an un-
derestimation of the s-parameter of one (or a few) cluster would
not significantly affect the supercluster SBF measurements.

In conclusion, we showed that the NIR SBFs of the super-
clusters by G04 can be reproduced, although not in a definitive
way. Further observational and theoretical efforts are required to
improve the understanding of NIR SBF amplitudes of young and
intermediate-age stellar populations.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented new theoretical SBF amplitudes for single-burst
stellar populations of young and intermediate age (25 Myr �
t � 5 Gyr) and metallicity ranging from Z ¼ 0:0003 up to 0.04.
The new SBF models are based on an updated version of the
stellar population synthesis code already used to derive SBFs for
old stellar populations in Paper I. In the present version of the
code, we used the recently published evolutionary tracks data-
base of P04 and Teff color relations from Westera et al. (2002).
Particular care has been given to the simulation of the properties
of intermediate-mass AGB stars experiencing the TP phase. The
time evolution of core mass and luminosity, together with the
overall evolutionary timescale of these stars, have been evaluated
according to prescriptions by WG98. In addition, the number of
TP-AGB stars is also determined by mass-loss efficiency. There-
fore, in order to evaluate the impact of this type of star on fluctua-
tion amplitudes, three different mass-loss scenarios were simulated
(BH, B1, and B2), along with the extreme case of no TP stars at
all.

The resulting new database of stellar population models cov-
ers a wide range of chemical compositions and ages. The accu-
rate SSPmodels allowed us to successfully fit the observedCMD
features of a sample of LMC star clusters imaged with the HST
WFPC2 (V and I bands). Age, metallicity, and reddening for all
clusters are derived and successfully compared with literature
estimations.

Owing to the Monte Carlo technique, which is the basis of our
method to derive fluctuation amplitudes, we estimated the clus-
ter integrated magnitude M tot

V required to minimize uncertainty
caused by stochastic effects due to random variation of the num-
ber of bright stars affecting SBF measurements. We find that the
procedure used to compute SBFs from individual stars of a syn-
thetic CMD (RS procedure) provides—within uncertainties—
the same results as the standard procedure if M tot

V PM
tot;max
V ,

whereM
tot;max
V is a function of the stellar population age and met-

allicity. This has a direct application in the observational field.
First, once the absolute integrated magnitude of the measured
sample of stars is known, the RS procedure provides a tool to
evaluate the intrinsic uncertainty of SBF measurements as de-
rived by individual-star photometry of a real stellar system (Fig. 2).
Second, the SBFs derived from the photometry of spatially re-
solved systems can be compared properly with the theoretical
SBF asymptotic values only if the stellar system integrated mag-
nitude satisfies the conditionM tot

V PM
tot;max
V ; otherwise, stochastic

effects prevent a reliable and meaningful comparison.
By focusing the attention on optical SBFs, we performed the

first V- and I-band SBFmeasurements for 11 LMC clusters using
HST WFPC2 photometry of individual stars. The explored ages
range from �10 Myr, for the very young cluster NGC 1805, up
to the typical age of GGCs (NGC 1754, 1916, 2005, and 2019).
The comparison of SBF measurements with our models showed
a good agreement with both observed fluctuation magnitudes

and colors if metallicities of Z ¼ 0:008 0:01 and 0.001–0.0001
were adopted, respectively, for young/intermediate-age and very
old clusters. The (V̄ � Ī ) fluctuation color has been found to be
sensitive to the adopted mass-loss scenario along the TP phase.
The comparison between SBF models and measurements sug-
gests that B95 mass-loss rates better simulate the observed LMC
cluster fluctuation colors.
Few interesting features have been identified in the time-

evolution behavior of fluctuation magnitudes and colors of the
present models. Sizable variations arise at t � 50 Myr and t �
1 Gyr. These jumps correlate with the RGB and AGB phase
transitions. For stellar populations younger than 1 Gyr the high
sensitivity exhibited by SBFmagnitudes to age variation supports
the use of the SBF tool to evaluate ages of young stellar clusters
in Local Group galaxies.
The capability of the stellar population synthesis code to di-

rectly manage parameters and physical processes characterizing
the TP-AGB evolutionary phase allows us to analyze in depth the
SBF dependence on TP-AGB stars. It is worth remarking that the
different mass-loss scenarios affect both SBF magnitudes and
colors for populations older than 1 Gyr only for a few tenths of
magnitudes, confirming the results given in Paper I. On the other
hand, for t < 1 Gyr the SBF amplitudes appear to be highly de-
pendent on the adoptedmass-loss scenario. Therefore, in this age
range SBFs can be used to infer information on the mass-loss ef-
ficiency of both resolved and unresolved young stellar populations.
The comparison with NIR SBF observations of MC super-

clusters has shown that our models reproduce the general trend
of the data, but a deeper analysis discloses that unlikely high val-
ues of metallicity are required to fit the supercluster data. We
have shown that composite stellar populations or contamination
by field stars coupled with more precise simulations of very cool
stars (C-stars) may reconcile NIR SBFs of MC superclusters with
theoretical predictions.
Therefore, SBF studies in both the optical and NIR regime

give evidence that further theoretical and observational efforts
are needed to improve the models’ accuracy and the reliability of
measurements for nearby well-known objects. On the other hand,
the SBF technique should be regarded as a very valuable tool for
improving our knowledge of unresolved stellar populations in
distant galaxies for which SBF measurements can be used to
detect the presence of young and intermediate-age stellar pop-
ulations and to investigate their evolutionary properties more
efficiently than ‘‘classical’’ integrated light studies.
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APPENDIX A

MODELING THE TP-AGB STELLAR
EVOLUTION PHASE

The present SSP models rely on the evolutionary tracks data-
base by P04, which includes all the most updated physical inputs
in computing stellar models, such as, for example, a new equa-
tion of state (see Cassisi et al. 2003) and recent nuclear reac-
tion rates by Angulo et al. (1999) and Kunz et al. (2002) for the
12C(� , �) 16O reaction (see P04 for more details). The database
covers a wide range of chemical compositions and stellar masses.
Intermediate- and low-mass stellar models end up at the first ther-
mal pulse; thus, the evolution along the TP-AGB phase is not
provided. Therefore, in the following we describe the procedure
currently adopted to simulate this bright and fast evolutionary
phase in our stellar population synthesis models in order to prop-
erly compute SBF amplitudes.

Although it is well known that the AGB evolution of stellar
masses mP 6 8 M� (depending on metallicity) ends with a se-
ries of helium shell flashes or TPs (e.g., Iben & Renzini 1983), a
series of difficulties inmodeling these stars still arises. These come
from several physical mechanisms. Among others, we recall
(1) the treatment of convection, which is poorly known and com-
monly parameterized by the mixing length theory (MLT) with
the mixing length scale free parameter (usually indicated as � );
(2) the mass-loss rate, for which observations indicate a value
ranging from 10�7 to even 10�3M� yr�1 for the coolest andmost
luminous red supergiants (Van Loon et al. 1999); (3) the occur-
rence of hot bottom burning and of the third dredge-up, which
regulate the formation of C-stars; and (4) the luminosity varia-
tions, which may reach an amplitude on the order of a few mag-
nitudes in V and a few tenths in NIR bands (Cioni et al. 2001;
Raimondo et al. 2005). Therefore, fully modeling the TP-AGB
phase is indeed complex and time-consuming; thus, stellar pop-
ulation models make use of analytic approaches (WG98;Marigo
1998, hereafter M98).

In intermediate- and low-mass stellar models by P04, the evo-
lution is followed from the MS until the onset of TPs. To extend
the track to the TP phase,we used the analytic formulae byWG98,
simulating the behavior of each TP-AGB star in terms of its core
mass (mc) and luminosity (L) as a function of time. The adopted
relation between the maximum bolometric luminosity L during
the quiescent hydrogen burning and the core mass mc (in solar
units) is

L ¼ 18160þ 3980zð Þ mc � 0:4468ð Þ

þ 102:705þ1:649mc 100:0237(��1:447)m2
c;0m

2
e ð1�e��mc=0:01Þ

� �
� 103:529 � ðmc;0�0:4468Þ�mc=0:01; ðA1Þ

where z ¼ log (Z /Z�) refers to the MS metal abundance, mc,0 is
the coremass at the first thermal pulse,�mc is defined as�mc ¼
mc � mc;0, andme is the envelopemass. Concerning theMLT pa-
rameter, we assumed � ¼ 2 according to the value used by P04
in the previous evolutionary stages.

The equation of the core growth is

dmc

dt
¼ q

Xe

LH; ðA2Þ

where q is the mass burned per unit energy release,

q ¼ ½(1:02� 0:04)þ 0:017z� ; 10�11 (M� L�1
� yr�1); ðA3Þ

Xe is the hydrogen in the envelope (mass fraction), and LH is the
luminosity produced by H-burning, which is obtained by

log (LH=L) ¼ �0:012� 10�1:25�113�mc � 0:0016me: ðA4Þ

Finally, the core mass–interpulse time relation is

log �ip ¼ (�3:628þ 0:1337z)(mc � 1:9454)

� 10�2:080�0:353zþ0:200(meþ��1:5)

� 10�0:626�70:30(mc;0�z)�mc : ðA5Þ

We performed an integration of the system of equations, ob-
taining for each thermal pulse the luminosity, the core mass, and
the duration of the pulse. We also included a mass-loss rate reg-
ulating the total mass at each TP star, as extensively discussed
in x A1. The stellar temperature is derived using the prescrip-
tion of Renzini & Voli (1981), considering the appropriate slope
d log (L/L�)/d log (Te) for the evolutionary tracks we are using.
The procedure ends by providing the ‘‘expected’’ evolution of a
star of a given mass during the TP phase.

A1. MASS-LOSS EFFICIENCY FOR TP-AGB STARS

In this work, mass loss is parameterized by following the pre-
scription of Reimers (1975) along the RGB and on the AGB
until the first thermal pulse:

ṁR ¼ �4 ; 10�13�RLR=m; ðA6Þ

where L, R, and m are respectively the star luminosity, radius,
and total mass in solar units; along these phases we assumed
�R ¼ 0:4.

The quantitative determination of mass-loss rate along the TP
phase is a complex problem, since dust formation and circum-
stellar dust shells preclude in several cases the possibility of ob-
serving stars in the optical band. Nevertheless, the duration of
the TP phase is determined by the efficiency of the mass loss;
thus, to parameterize mass-loss processes we followed several
prescriptions. After the first thermal pulse, we first used the for-
mulation by BH83 derived from statistical properties of OH/IR
stars:

ṁBH ¼ �LR=me; ðA7Þ

with � ¼ �4 ; 10�13(me;0 /m), where me,0 is the envelope mass
at the first TP. This is a modification of the Reimers formula with
�R ¼ 1, which also includes a dependence on the actual mass
envelope.

For the sake of clarity, the present TP evolution is compared
with the results by other authors. In Table A1 we report the TP
evolution of a star with an original MS mass mMS ¼ 7 M� and
solar metallicity, with similar calculations by M98) and Blocker
& Schoenberner (1991, hereafter BS91). Table A1 lists the ther-
mal pulse number (col. [1]), the mass of the star (col. [2]), the
core mass (col. [3]), and the star luminosity after a certain num-
ber of thermal pulses (col. [4]). The first block refers to the TP
evolution obtained by adopting the procedure described above,
starting from values of luminosity, temperature, and core mass at
the first TP according to P04 (case 1). The second block refers to
the same TP procedure, but the initial values of luminosity, tem-
perature, and core mass at the first TP are from BS91 (case 2).
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The last two blocks report the TP evolution from BS91 andM98.
There is a fair agreement (within �10% in luminosity) between
block 2 and blocks 3 and 4. Larger differences are found if we
make use of the stellar models by P04 (case 1). This case foresees
stars experiencing the TP stage at a level brighter than that found
byM98 and BS91 (e.g.,�25% at TP 30). Note that for the given
mass (mMS ¼ 7M�), tracks by P04 predict a higher luminosity at
the first TP than those adopted by M98 and BS91.

As shown by B95, the BH83 formulation cannot well repro-
duce the observed initial-final mass relationship. He proposed a
mass-loss rate based on dynamical theoretical investigation of
the atmospheres of Mira-like variables by Bowen (1988). B95
suggested two mass-loss rates directly correlated with the stellar
luminosity:

ṁB1 ¼ 4:83 ; 10�9m�2:1
MS L2:7ṁR; ðA8Þ

ṁB2 ¼ 4:83 ; 10�9m�2:1
TP L2:7ṁR; ðA9Þ

with �R ¼ 1. These formulas are valid for long-period variable
stars with periods P > 100 days. They differ in the adopted stel-
lar mass: case B1 makes use of the MS mass (mMS), while B2
uses the actual mass (mTP), predicting a steeper increase of the
mass-loss rate. As an example, in the range of stellar masses we
are interested in, the foreseenmass-loss rates in the case ofmMS ¼
5 M�, Z ¼ 0:02 and at the luminosity level L ’ 19;600 L� are
ṁ ’ 6 ; 10�6 M� yr�1 in the BH83 case, ṁ ’ 4:4 ; 10�5 M�
yr�1 for B1, and ṁ ’ 8:5 ; 10�5 M� yr�1 in the B2 case. The
B95 scenarios foresee more efficient mass-loss rates than BH83,
predicting a lower number of stars and a shorter lifetime along
the TP phase. The high sensitivity of SBFs to mass loss is shown

in x 3.2, in which we suggest that SBFs might be used as cali-
brators of mass-loss rates for young and intermediate-age stellar
populations, as for old stellar systems (Paper I).

APPENDIX B

ABOUT THE STOCHASTIC EFFECTS
ON SBF MEASUREMENTS

In order to deepen the investigation of stochastic effects due
to variations of the number of bright stars, we performed numeri-
cal experiments by varying the stellar population total massM.
Figures 14a, 14c, and 14e illustrate how I-band SBF amplitude is
affected by stochastic effects depending on the star cluster rich-
ness, as a function ofNsim . Solid (red) lines refer to SBFs derived
using the standard procedure based on integrated fluxes [eq. (1);
M̄ std

I (Nsim)]; dots represent SBFs derived from the RS procedure
with the j th simulation (eq. [4]; M̄

RS; j
I ). We consider SSPs with

t ¼ 100 Myr and Z ¼ 0:008. The total mass increases from the
top to the bottom.
First of all we focus the attention on M̄

RS; j
I . For small val-

ues of the SSP mass, stars belong typically to the MS, as indi-
cated by the corresponding CMD (Fig. 14b). Due to the small
number of stars, only a few simulations have a few occasional
stars burning He in the core, and even fewer simulations have
the odd AGB stars. Correspondingly, M̄

RS; j
I is dominated by

MS stars (Fig. 14a, the bulk of dots at M̄ RS; j
I

��1 mag). When a
fewHe-burning stars appear in the CMD, the I-band SBF becomes
brighter (M̄ RS; j

I ��3 mag), and even brighter if a TP-AGB star
appears in the simulation (M̄

RS; j
I ��6:5 mag, the few five-

pointed stars).
By increasing the stellar population mass, the number of

He-burning stars and AGB stars grows in the CMD: first the
He-burning phase (Heb) becomes well populated (Fig. 14d ),
then, for a further increase of the total mass, a large number of
stars populates the AGB and TP-AGB phases (Fig. 14 f ). Corre-
spondingly, the SBF signal is always dominated by those evolved
stars (Figs. 14c and 14e). Therefore, the scatter of the SBF signal
inversely correlates with the stellar population mass M: M̄ RS; j

I
brighter than �5 mag is never produced by SSPs with M ¼
2:5 ; 105 M�, while a few simulations among SSPs with M ¼
5 ; 102 M� can reach M̄I ��6:5 mag. The reason is that for
lowerM, the fluctuation for the few simulations with bright stars
is larger than the fluctuation of the typical simulation without
bright stars.
The red solid lines in Figure 14 (left panels) illustrate how the

SBF signal derived using the standard procedure becomes stable
with Nsim approaching the asymptotic value. Discontinuities in
the solid lines are directly related to the appearance of one ormore
very bright stars in the simulation (e.g., Fig. 14a). By increasing
the total mass of the population, this event occurs with a higher
probability, and discontinuities tend to disappear. If we add stars
to the population, we obtain a faster convergence of M̄

RS; j
I to the

asymptotic value, M̄
std; as
I (Figs. 14c and 14e).

Before closing this Appendix, let us make a further consider-
ation of Figure 14. From the figure one can note that M̄ std

I already
tends to converge rapidly to the asymptotic value after Nsim �
500 simulations, whenMtot � 5 ; 103 M�. However, even in the
case of very poorly populated clusters (Fig. 14a), this happens
before 2000 simulations. This feature has an important impli-
cation for the SBF measurements of unresolved populations in
distant galaxies. In fact, the standard procedure approaches the
observational way of deriving SBFs in the case of unresolved
stellar populations. In such cases the integrated flux we compute
for each j th simulation corresponds to the flux measured in a

TABLE A1

Comparison with Previous Works

Number

(1)

m

(M�)

(2)

mc

(M�)

(3)

L

(L�)

(4)

Present Procedure (Case 1)

1......................... 6.928 0.938 33798

10....................... 6.903 0.944 48265

20....................... 6.837 0.953 64887

30....................... 6.674 0.961 73937

Present Procedure (Case 2)

1......................... 6.871 0.913 25217

10....................... 6.848 0.920 36581

20....................... 6.796 0.930 48570

30....................... 6.728 0.940 54352

BS91

1......................... 6.871 0.913 25217

10....................... 6.854 0.921 40268

20....................... 6.821 0.930 51662

30....................... 6.774 0.939 58806

M98

1......................... 6.871 0.913 25217

11....................... 6.850 0.921 37788

22....................... 6.807 0.930 51537

34....................... 6.745 0.939 60760

Note.—The BH model mass-loss rate is adopted.
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single pixel of a distant galaxy image (if one neglects seeing and
population mixture). Within the limit of this approximation, we
find that—after cleaning processes (masking, galaxy subtrac-
tion, etc.)—the effective number of pixels used in deriving SBF
measurements from a galaxy CCD image should be larger than

2000 if one intends to detect the presence of a young stellar
population with a mass density lower than 103M� pixel�1. In the
case of higher density (e.g., k104 M� pixel�1), the constraint
becomes less severe, and 500 pixels are enough tomeasure SBFs
with an uncertainty lower than 0.1 mag.
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